Cost and technical efficiency of integrated HIV and SRH services in Kenya and Swaziland

Introduction
Policy makers and researchers have long hypothesized the potential benefits of integrating HIV prevention, treatment and care with sexual and reproductive health (SRH) services in settings with generalised HIV epidemics. In addition to improving health and social outcomes, integration of HIV and SRH services has been argued to hold the promise of increasing the efficiency of service delivery and thereby maximizing the use of scarce health care resources. Economic theory suggests several potential efficiency advantages at both the service and programmatic levels from the integration of HIV and SRH services. However, despite the well-articulated economic rationale for integrating these services, evidence on the unit cost and efficiency gains associated with integration remains scarce.

Methods
A retrospective facility based costing study was conducted in 40 non-governmental organization and public health facilities in Kenya and Swaziland to estimate the unit costs of six integrated HIV and SRH services*. Determinants of costs of integrated HIV and SRH services were evaluated and the existence of economies of scale and scope associated with integrated delivery of HIV and SRH services explored. Finally, the efficiency of health facilities delivering integrated HIV and SRH services taking into account structural and process measures of quality of care and the determinants of efficiency were explored.

Findings

COST AND RESOURCE USE ANALYSIS
This study found considerable variation in the relative proportion of visits and unit costs for the different HIV and SRH services by health facility and integration model. The study results revealed a high proportion of fixed costs across all visit types with the exception of HIV treatment visits; these fixed costs are largely driven by human resource costs.

The unit costs per visit for family planning, cervical cancer screening and postnatal care (PNC) services were significantly higher in the NGO facilities compared to public facilities. When analyzed by service type, cervical cancer screenings had the highest proportion of fixed mean costs accounting for 69-92% in both countries.

Overall study findings reveal that typical measures of integration (such as the range of services provided in either the facility or the MCH unit) may increase average cost, with little impact on cost of increased service mix reported by clients (functional integration).

*Services include: Family planning, postnatal care, cervical cancer screening, HIV counseling and testing, STI treatment and HIV treatment and care.
Improvements in the range of services provided by staff (HR integration) were more likely to be achieved in facilities which also improved other elements of integration. While there was no overall relationship between integration and workload at facilities, HIV and SRH integration may be more influential on staff workload for provider-initiated HIV testing and counselling (PITC) and PNC, particularly where HIV care and treatment services are being supported with extra SRH and HIV staffing. These findings suggest that there may be potential for further efficiency gains through integration, but overall the pace of improvement is slow.

DETERMINANTS OF COSTS AND EXISTENCE OF ECONOMIES OF SCALE AND SCOPE

The analysis of economies of scale and scope reveal that at the current output levels, only HIV counselling and testing services are characterized by service specific economies of scale. No overall economies of scale exist as all outputs are increased. The results also indicate cost complementarities between cervical cancer screening and HIV care, PNC and HIV care, and FP and STI treatment; combinations only suggesting cost advantages from jointly providing these services.

The study results also reveal a complex relationship between integration and the costs of HIV and SRH service delivery. While integration may increase the overall costs of service delivery in certain circumstances, it can also improve the efficiency of the services delivered.

Physical integration, either by using room space to provide more services or the extent to which health workers provide multiple services, can reduce costs.

EFFICIENCY

The results of the efficiency measurement model indicate low estimates of efficiency (mean 49%) suggesting that a substantial level of inefficiency exists across integrated HIV and SRH services in the facilities studied.

When quality and efficiency were examined as separate dimensions of performance, majority of the facilities were found to exhibit both low efficiency and quality of care.

When the structural aspects of integration were disaggregated, the results reveal a positive significant coefficient for the number of additional HIV services provided within the MCH and a negative significant coefficient for HIV services provided in the same room. However, no significant effect was found for the functional index of integration, the number of additional HIV and STI services within the facility, or the number of additional HIV services provided per clinical staff.

A negative and significant effect of the number of HIV services per clinical room suggests that integration of HIV and SRH services in one room may reduce efficiency of service delivery.

Conclusion

For all HIV and SRH services, variability in unit costs and cost components suggest the potential to reduce costs of delivery through better use of both human and capital resources.

These findings reveal that contrary to expectation, efficiency gains from the integration of HIV and SRH services, if any, are likely to be modest. In addition, the results have shown that efficiency gains from joint production are dependent on the specific combination of resources used for different services. Efficiency gains are likely to be most achievable in settings with substantial fixed costs. The presence of cost complementarities for only three services combinations implies that careful consideration of setting, specific clinical practices, and the extent to which they can be combined should be made when deciding which services to integrate.

Regarding economies of scope, this study suggests that planners in all settings need to carefully consider the detailed processes and clinical practice required by each service, and which of these can be combined when services are integrated, before assuming substantial efficiency gains. The extent to which the specific findings of this study can be directly generalised will depend on how similar service delivery and clinical practice are to those observed here.

Finally, it should be noted that integration has many aims (and consequences) and that efficiency considerations are only one factor in optimal service design. Policy makers are advised to be cautious in the estimation of cost savings from integration to optimally balance cost with other service delivery arms.
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